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This delightful book presents the history and development of the Auricula to both the casual reader and
enthusiast. It sets out both traditional and more recent methods of cultivation, how to exhibit the plants, how
they are judged, breeding new varieties and how to deal with pests and diseases. More than 200 varieties both
old and new are discussed in some detail and numerous coloured illustrations are included. In writing the

book, Allan Guest has drawn on over thirty years experience of growing, showing, breeding and judging the
plants. Having known and exchanged views with many of the leading personalities of the time, he is able to
provide insights into both plants and breeders. He currently sits on the committees of both the Midlands and

West and the Northern Sections of the National Auricula and Primula Society.

Discover Book Depositorys huge selection of Gardening Flowers Books online. Originally an Alpine
perennial with medicinal uses auricula flowers were so colourful and fragrant that people began cultivating

the plant purely for pleasure.

Auricula

Easy to propagate and maintain over the centuries increasing numbers of varieties were produced 200 of
which are listed here with many accompanying photographs. Auriculariales. History cultivation and varieties.
Before the edged varieties appeared striped auriculas were were highly prized but as people lost interest they
fell out of fashion and were no longer grown. One of the first descriptions of the auricula in English garden
literature was in Gerards Herball 1597. 4.3 out of 5 stars 3. Buy The Auricula History Cultivation and

Varieties by Allan Guest online at Alibris UK. The edible Judas ear mushroom Auricularia auriculajudae is
the best known fungus in this order.Its earshaped fruit bodies develop from mycelia on elder Sambucus and
other woody plants.Basidiospores form on elongated basidia that are partitioned into four compartments by
transverse septa. Buy Auricula History Cultivation and Varieties by Allan Guest for 80.00 at Mighty Ape NZ.

A guide to the history development and cultivation of the Auricula with descriptions of more than 200
varieties both old. After youre setup your website can earn you money while you work play or even sleep.
Description. Readings For background reading on Primula auricula we recommend the following books

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Auricula: History, Cultivation and Varieties


Baker Gwen Ward Peter Auriculas Batsford 1995. From 16th century Huguenot refugees to the present day
Auricula growing is a special kind of horticulture full of tradition and history providing the origin of the word
florist. A guide to the history development and cultivation of the Auricula with descriptions of more than

200.
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